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Intro: 
 Having come from the world of product design, in most 
educational programs we are commonly taught the typical 
manufacturing processes, such as injection molding, blow molding, 
thermoforming, metal casting and stamping, machining parts, etc. 
Surprisingly, most educational programs do not really teach anything 
about foam molding, specifically steam chest foam molding, unless 
it’s something you happen to require as you’re working on a 
development project.  
 Early in my career I had the chance as a young industrial 
designer to work on a new program called “Engineered Resin” (GE’s 
new high strength resins such as Noryl®, Xenoy®, Ultem®, Geloy®). 
I was part of a team that not only helped write new design guides, but 
assisted GE with helping convert the automotive industry over from 
stamped and cast metals, to these new plastic materials for dash 
boards, window regulators, bumpers, under the hood parts, etc.  
While I didn’t realize it at the time, this was the start of how cars and 
eventually more consumer products were designed and 
manufactured.  
 I currently feel like I am at the same point again, with some of 
the new foam materials and processes that are now making their way 
into the consumer products market.  
 
Summary of the Presentation for International Forum on Design 
for Manufacture and Assembly 
 DMAF is focused on Design for Assembly and Design for 
Manufacturing, where the end goal is reducing cost while achieving 
functionality, reliability and speed to market. While this can be done in 
lots of different ways, in the presentation we will cover lots of different 
examples that show how using structural foams can open up a new 
world of design that allows for reduction in the number of parts, 
reduced labor and more durable solutions. 
 
 
 
 



 

In this example, we show a computer can be created using 3 pieces of EPP foam 
to make the case and air-cooling system, while at the same time eliminating all 
the fasteners, and internal / external sheet metal structures.  

 

 

Our HVAC design not only reduces the number of structural parts, fasteners and 
cost of labor, but the EPP also provides the insulation needed without having to 
add additional material inside the unit.  

 



In this example of a “cooling system” we worked with our customer to help design 
a unit that not only reduces the cost of the materials and labor, but also provides 
them with a complete assembly that can be pre-packaged. This allows the 
customer to build a unit in advance then slide it into refrigerated / vending 
systems when needed. It also allows for easy maintenance in the field or just 
swapping them out when needed.  

In the furniture market, we are using foam to replace custom shaped wood 
structures. This process, while sometimes more material expensive, is offset 
greatly by the reduced labor savings. The EPP foam also allows for furniture 
manufactures’ to use existing building techniques, such as stapling.  



 

 

In this example, the office furniture manufacturer worked with us to develop a 
replacement for the standard office wall partition.  Replacing fabric, wood, steel, 
glue and fasteners with a one-piece, molded, custom color, lightweight foam wall.  

 

In our concept / prototype battery pack example, we were able to eliminate 
almost all of the metal substructures, wire-routing hardware, attachment screws, 
injection molded ductwork, etc. by designing all these features into the molded 
foam parts.  



 

In our vent / product duct program for a yogurt machine, we were able to help a 
customer replace an existing duct system that consisted of 2 sheet metal parts, 2 
injection molded parts (to handle the yogurt tubing), 8 screws, wrapped insulation 
and tape with two simple snap together EPP parts. Not only saving cost and 
labor, but also making servicing of the machine and replacing the tubing much 
easier in the field.  

In this example, we molded a highly durable EPP carrier for food. It replaced a 
multi-material system that used different layers of materials combined with 
insulation that was glued and sewed together, with a simple 2-part EPP case and 
door with snap in hinges and flexible latch.



 General Overview of Structural Steam Chest Molded Foam and the details 
that help make designs  

While above are some of the examples shown in our presentation, we also will 
be talking more about structural foam and how some of the performance and 
details come together.   

This slide represents the range of materials and flexibility that we offer into the 
industry that allows for design flexibility. 

 

Showing how the foams also provide Insulation for products.  



 

This shows some examples of how foam can provide sound reduction. 

 

EPP Chemical Resistance allows for use in many harsh environments.  

 

 



 

We cover the basic types of foam molding, and then focus down on steam chest 
molding.  

 

 

Short video of how steam chest-molding works, to help explain the process so 
that it is easier to understand how the final products produced. 

 



 

 

We cover the different types of tooling, and explain that tooling cost is a fraction 
of the cost of traditional injection molds or metal stamping tooling.  

 

While having a molded foam part is great, in many cases you will need to attach, 
insert, and or add other parts to the foam to make it usable. In this slide we show 
some examples of the design features and how they can be used in conjunction 
with the molded foam parts.  

 



 

Ways to insert or use fasteners help complete the design.  

 

 

 

We hope this overview was informative and helped open your mind to 
new and different ways that you might be able to reduce cost while 
achieving functionality, reliability, and speed to market by using 
molded structural foam.  
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